
 

 

Art History 415:  Methods of Art History             NAME  _________________________  
Spring 2019  
Due in class on Friday, April 19  
  
Skills Chart and Narrative:  Assessing Your Strengths and Identifying Areas for Growth  
  
  
Skill or Knowledge   Mastery Achieved  
  
1) Relate an artwork’s form   

Mastery Somewhat Achieved  Need to Work on This  Not Sure  

to meaning through visual   

analysis      
  
2) Explain the cultural and 
historical reasons for   

_______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________  

form and content of art  
  
3) Analyze and interpret  
the formal, iconographic,  
contextual, and expressive  
content of individual works  

_______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________  

of art, genres, and styles  
  

4) Find, evaluate and use   
primary and/or secondary  art 
historical texts as aides  to 
the analysis and   

_______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________  



 

 

interpretation of artworks  
  
5) Use appropriate art  
historical methods to apply to 
an original research   

_______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________  

problem or question    _______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________  
  
Skill or Knowledge   Mastery Achieved  
6) Effectively communicate    

Mastery Somewhat Achieved  Need to Work on This  Not Sure  

art information and  
interpretations to a general  

 

audience      
  
7) Write clearly and  

_______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________ 

effectively      
  
8) Speak clearly and   

_______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________ 

effectively      
  
  

_______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________ 

9) Make ethical 
decisions  
  
10) Use computing and  
information technology  

_______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________ 

effectively      
  
11) Solve complex real-  

_______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________ 



 

 

world problems    
  
12) Think critically and  

_______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________ 

analytically      
  
13) Work effectively   

_______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________ 

with others      _______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________ 
  
  
  
  
  
  
Skill or Knowledge  14) 
Any other skills you 
believe are important to 
you and your future:    
  

Mastery Achieved  Mastery Somewhat Achieved  Need to Work on This  Not Sure  

____________________  
  
  

_______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________ 

____________________  
  
  

_______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________ 

____________________  _______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________ 
  
  
15) Any other skills you have acquired:  through coursework, jobs/internships/volunteer work, pastimes, life circumstances:    
  
  

    



 

 

____________________  
  
  

_______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________ 

____________________  
  
  

_______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________ 

____________________  
  
  

_______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________ 

____________________  _______________  _________________________  ___________________  ________ 
  
  
  
ASSIGNMENT CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE!!!  
  
16) Now, in a brief narrative (approx. 500-750 words), assess which skills you have acquired that you believe will be most important 

to you in the future. How did your UMass coursework play a role in the acquisition of these skills?  What skills do you want to 
acquire before you leave UMass?  Why?  How do they relate to your future plans?  What can you do at UMass to make sure you 
acquire those skills?  How can we in the Department of the History of Art & Architecture help you to acquire these skills?  (P.S.: 
Of the skills you have acquired, which do you stress on your resume and why?)   

  
17) Lastly, try to assemble a “portfolio of [your name].”  By that, I mean examples of work you have completed of which you are 

proud, and/or work that you believe would demonstrate your skills to best advantage to potential employers or graduate programs.  
As many of you know, artists assemble their work in portfolios to show to gallerists, museum professionals, and potential buyers. 
What have you produced here at UMass (through coursework or extracurricular activities) or beyond (at jobs, internships 
volunteer work; or  while pursuing passions, pastimes, or hobbies)  that demonstrates the best, most accomplished “YOU” to 
others?  Try to determine why these projects were particularly successful or important to you: what skills were required to 
complete these projects?  Do the projects share any characteristics, do they have anything in common?     

  
  

Commented [A1]: While the skills above are not explicitly 
named as General Education skills, the narrative asks 
students to think about prior learning at UMass where they 
may have acquired these skills. This narrative also gives 
students an opportunity to draw connections between these 
courses and their major, as well as to consider how they may 
use these experiences in the future.  


